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function modelling
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We present a two-quantum well THz intersubband laser operating up to 192 K. The structure has been
optimized with a non-equilibrium Green’s function model. The result of this optimization was confirmed
experimentally by growing, processing and measuring a number of proposed designs. At high temperature
(T > 200 K), the simulations indicate that lasing fails due to a combination of electron-electron scattering,
thermal backfilling, and, most importantly, re-absorption coming from broadened states.

Terahertz quantum cascade lasers (QCLs)1 are in-
teresting candidates for a wide variety of potential
applications2,3. However, to date, their operation is lim-
ited to ∼200 K4 and the necessity of cryogenic cool-
ing hinders a widespread use of these devices. In
the last decade, significant scientific effort has been
directed towards identifying the main temperature-
degrading mechanisms5–8, as well as finding optimized
QCL designs9–14. The degrading mechanisms include
thermal backfilling3,15, thermally activated LO phonon
emission6–8,16, increased broadening17–19, and carrier
leakage into continuum states20. When numerically opti-
mizing a design, it is important to take all of these effects
into consideration, in order to ensure a close correspon-
dence between the model and the real device. Combined
with the fact that the optimization parameters are typ-
ically trade-offs for one another, the task is very com-
plex. Here, typically simpler rate equation or density
matrix models are used in order to more quickly sweep
the parameter space21–23, while more advanced models,
such as non-equilibrium Green’s functions (NEGF) or
Monte-Carlo, are used to validate and analyze the final
designs13,24–26. In contrast, in this work we will employ
an advanced model directly at the optimization stage.
Specifically, we shall use a NEGF model27, capable of
accurately simulating experimental devices13,26,28 and in-
cluding the most general treatment of scattering, from all
relevant processes.
The goal of the optimization is to achieve the high-

est possible operating temperature. Thus, the gain of
the active medium should be maximized at high lattice
temperature, and simultaneously the external losses min-
imized. The key figures for gain are inversion, oscillator
strength, and line width29. These are mainly controlled
by the doping density, the energy difference Eex between
the lower laser level ll and the extractor state e, and
the width of the two barriers: the laser and injection
barriers. Population inversion increases with doping, al-
though a too high level promotes detrimental effects, such
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Band structure and Wannier-
Stark states of the optimized structure with layer sequence
31/85/18/177 Å, where bold numbers indicate the injection
and laser barriers. The underline indicates the doped well,
with a volume doping of 1.5×1017 cm−3 in the central 3
nm region, yielding an areal doping of 4.5×1010 cm−2. The
grayscale shows the carrier densities evaluated in the NEGF
model for a lattice temperature of 200 K. To the left (right)
of the central line, the results are obtained without (with)
electron-electron scattering. The red (purple) arrows indicate
LO phonon (resonant tunnelling) transitions. The main laser
transition is indicated by the yellow arrow. ul denotes the
upper laser level in the central period, ul′ in the left period,
and ul′′ in the right period (and similarly for the injector state
(i), lower laser state (ll), and levels 4 and 5).

as electron-electron scattering. Eex, which is chosen to
be close to the LO phonon resonance ELO in order to
have a short ll lifetime, and the laser frequency ~ω are
mainly determined by the well widths. The laser barrier
width determines the oscillator strength, which at the
same time affects inversion; a more vertical transition
with a larger oscillator strength, yields a lower inversion
due to increased rate of non-radiative transitions from
the upper laser level ul. These transitions broaden ul,
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and consequently also the line width. The injection bar-
rier limits the detrimental injection directly into ll, but
also the injection into ul, and thus plays a crucial role
for the population inversion.

As a starting point, we choose the shortest possible
structure based on two quantum wells per period10,30,
in order to maximize the gain per unit length; with
fewer active states per period, more carriers are expected
to concentrate on the upper laser level (ul). In ad-
dition, we limit the escape of carriers into continuum
states by employing barriers with a high (25%) AlAs
concentration12–14,20. An example of a design is shown
in Fig. 1. The well widths are fixed to have Eex ≈ ELO

and ~ω ≈ 16 meV. The latter is chosen in order to be
high enough to limit thermal backfilling, but still below
the tail of the TO phonon optical absorption line. In
order to limit the negative effects of impurity scattering,
the 3 nm wide doping layer is placed in the central re-
gion of the widest well, where the lower laser level has
its node30. Then, the barrier widths and the doping con-
centration were varied to find their optimal values for
high gain at elevated temperatures. A variety of struc-
tures were evaluated both by NEGF simulations at 300 K
lattice temperature and by manufacturing and character-
izing experimental devices. It should be noted, that for
high carrier concentrations, electron-electron (e-e) scat-
tering will have a non-negligible impact5,31–35, and pro-
vides additional thermalization and reduction of the sub-
band lifetimes through second order processes. This is ex-
pected to increases the current density and decreases the
gain. Since we cannot fully model the e-e interactions36,
we restrict the doping concentration of the grown devices
to an areal doping density of 4.5×1010cm−1 (correspond-
ing to a volume doping density of 1.5× 1017 cm−3 of the
doped 3 nm region, and an average period volume den-
sity of ∼ 1.4× 1016 cm−3), where we expect the effect to
be moderate.

In Fig. 2 (a), the simulated gain is shown for a se-
lected set of layer sequences and doping densities. When
doubling the doping density, we see an increase of gain
from 50 to 70 cm−1 at 200 K. Even though the effect is
much smaller at 300 K, going from 16 to 20 cm−1, it still
provides significant benefit since gain drops rapidly with
temperature (see Fig. 3). In addition, we see that the
absorption at higher frequencies gets larger as the popu-
lation difference between ll and i increases with doping.
For even higher doping densities, as shown in Fig. 2 (b)
for the best design with 31 Å injection barrier, the simu-
lated gain is lower at 300 K, and we find an optimal dop-
ing density of ∼4.5×1010 cm−2. The effect of electron-
electron scattering indicates a strong reduction of gain,
as well as a shift of the peak gain towards lower doping
density. Changing the injection barrier width from the
nominal value 34 Å to 31 Å, the ul is more efficiently
filled from i and gain increases. For even narrower bar-
rier widths, we see again a decrease in the peak gain (not
shown), as thermally activated phonon emission domi-
nates at high temperatures. The laser barrier width is
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Gain for a selected set of samples at
lattice temperatures of 200 K (full lines) and 300 K (dashed
lines). The top three designs have the nominal layer sequence
34/85/18/177 Å and varying doping densities. The following
two designs have constant doping density of 4.5×1010cm−2,
and varying injection barrier width compared to the nominal
design. The bottom two designs have varying laser barrier
width. The thicker lines show gain of the best design EV2416.
(b) Simulated peak gain at 300 K for different doping densities
of the design with 31 Å injection barrier.

less relevant, as the change in oscillator strength has a
small influence4 in this parameter range.

The highest simulated and measured operating tem-
perature was achieved for the structure called EV2416,
shown in Fig. 1. Here, we see that the phonon extraction
has been complemented by a secondary extraction mech-
anism; tunnelling into state number 4′ with subsequent
phonon emission landing on the ul or i state of the next
period, as indicated by the calculated phonon scattering
rates (see Supplementary material, Table 1). This res-
onance is also present in previous 2-well structures10,30,
where it is detrimental since it has significant overlap
with continuum states. This is similar to the situation
in Ref. 37, where the lower laser level was partly depop-
ulated into continuum states rather than a bound state.
In contrast, with the higher barriers we employ here, this
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Simulated gain vs. lattice tempera-
ture for the best design (EV2416). Without electron-electron
scattering, the model predicts lasing up to ∼280 K. However,
including electron-electron scattering reduces the gain signifi-
cantly, and shifts the maximum operating temperature down
by approximately 40 K. The simulated inversion drops much
less than gain and essentially follows the change in the lower
laser level (nll) by thermal backfilling.

transition can be safely exploited for increasing inversion,
as we have verified by comparing the energy resolved cur-
rent densities of our samples with those of Refs. 10 and
30 (not shown). We found an optimal oscillator strength
of fosc. = 0.43. This value is significantly higher than
the previous two-well design of Ref. 30, and compares
well to the structures with the best THz temperature
performance in the literature38.

For this sample, we also investigate the gain degrada-
tion with temperature in detail. The two main inversion
degrading mechanisms discussed in literature are ther-
mally activated LO phonon emission and thermal back-
filling. The former effect can clearly be seen in the left
part of Fig. 1, where the states with in-plane energy
Ek ≈ 16 meV above ul, which is precisely one LO phonon
energy below ul′, are highly occupied. However, the rate
of phonon emission increases by ∼ 20% from 100 K to
300 K, and can only account for a small fraction of the
gain degradation. The latter effect can be estimated by
comparing the ll population (nll) as a function of tem-
perature, with the one expected from thermal transitions
from the highly populated levels i and ul. To this end,
we show in Fig. 3 the occupations of the relevant levels
indicated in Fig. 1, as well as the expected population
(nbf) of ll′, from thermal backfilling. This shows, that
thermal backfilling is mainly responsible for the reduc-
tion of inversion of our structure. Fig. 3 also shows, that
the occupation of level 4 roughly follows nll. This in-
dicates that level 4 is depopulating ll. This is also ev-
ident in the calculated energy resolved current density
(see supplementary material), where the effect is much
more clear at 300 K than 100 K, indicating a thermally
activated process, in agreement with Ref. 37. Simulta-
neously, the simulations display a drop in inversion with

temperature by 40% from TL = 100 K to TL = 300 K,
which can only partially explain the gain drop by 80%
in the same temperature interval. Since the levels i and
ul are in resonance, we have defined the inversion as the
average population of these levels, minus nll. Over the
same temperature range, the FWHM of the main gain
peak decreases, and thus does not explain the reduction
of gain. Possible further sources are the re-absorption by
the low-energy tail of the i → ll transition, as well as the
transition 4 → 5. Indeed, the 4 → 5 transition energy is
only 6 meV below the main one, and the width of level 4
increases from ∼6 meV at 100 K, to ∼10 meV at 300 K.
In addition, the oscillator strength is very high between
levels 4 and 5 due to their spatial overlap, thus lowering
the maximum operating temperature (Tmax). Similarly,
the i → ll transition energy is 34 meV and i has a sim-
ilar width to level 4. While this transition is further
separated from the main one, it is much stronger due to
the high occupation of level i. Using a simple Fermi’s
golden rule calculation of the gain, we can parameterize
the transition broadening independently. By increasing
the transition width of all states from 6 meV to 10 meV,
using the populations at 300 K, we find a reduction of
75%, of the peak gain. Our findings thus show that the
main part of the gain degradation originates from broad-
ened re-absorption. This could partially be mitigated by
moving level 5 in energy, e. g. by the use of higher barri-
ers.

The NEGF simulations predict gain as high as 20
cm−1 at room temperature, which does not agree with
the experimental findings discussed below. However, the
simulations presented above do not include e-e scatter-
ing. In order to check the relevance of this scatter-
ing mechanism, we include it within a simplified GW
approximation36. This results in a better thermalization
of the electron distribution within the subbands, as seen
in the right part of Fig. 1. The shorter ul lifetime leads
to a reduction of the gain, as seen in Fig. 3. This in-
dicates that neglecting e-e scattering in our simulations
leads to an overestimation of the operation temperature.
The model includes interface roughness (IFR) scatter-
ing with a Gaussian correlation function with correlation
length Λ = 9 nm and height η = 0.1 nm. In order to in-
vestigate the sensitivity of the results on these unknown
experimental parameters, simulations with η = 0.2 nm
were also carried out. As can be seen in Fig. 3, this fur-
ther decreases the gain by 5 (2.5) cm−1 at 200 K (300
K). In addition, the simulation temperature refers to the
phonon occupation number. It is known, that the optical
phonons are not in equilibrium39 and thus the effective
phonon temperature can be tens of K higher than the
experimental heat-sink temperature even for pulsed op-
eration.

A selection of structures was characterized experimen-
tally in order to verify the numerical optimization. The
designs presented in Fig. 2 were grown by molecular
beam epitaxy, and processed into wet-etched Au-Au ridge
lasers with varying widths (120-160 µm) and fixed length
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Measured maximum operating tem-
perature vs. maximum simulated gain at 300 K, for different
structures. The measured devices are processed with wet-
etched Au-Au waveguides. The symbols indicate doping den-
sity (given in units of 1010 cm−2) and the colour the injection
barrier width (given in Å). The dashed lines are guides for
the eye and show the trend of changing doping density and
injection barrier width, respectively.

of 1 mm. The bottom contact has been etched away be-
fore the evaporation of the top metal cladding, in order to
reduce the losses due to parasitic absorption. The num-
ber of periods were chosen to keep the total thickness of
the samples the same (8 µm). Fig. 4 shows the maxi-
mum operating temperature achieved vs. the simulated
gain at 300 K, which is an indicator of the design optimal-
ity. The overall device performance trends from varying
barrier thickness and doping density, agree with those
of the NEGF simulations. In addition, the current den-
sity of the measured samples with varying doping den-
sity show the expected trend of increasing current den-
sity with doping. The maximum operating temperatures
differ widely, from 117 K to 164 K. Here, we also show
the data for the previous 2-well structures, where Ref. 10
agrees well with the trend from our samples. However,
the structure from Ref. 30 seems to be more temperature
sensitive than the other samples. We attribute this to the
extraction energy Eex ≈ 30 meV deviating from the op-
tical phonon energy ELO = 36.7 meV for this structure,
while both Ref. 10 and our designs have Eex ≈ ELO.
For 1 mm long Au-Au waveguides, we have simulated

the waveguide and mirror losses from a time-domain
spectroscopy (TDS) measurement of the transmission of
a sample including the top contact of our laser and a 50
nm Au layer. This calculation gives waveguide losses of
30 cm−1. The mirror losses are calculated to be 4 cm−1,
and thus we estimate a threshold gain of approximately
35 cm−1 at 200 K. The NEGF simulations predict a low-
est Tmax of 218 K, with e-e and increased interface rough-
ness included. This is 54 K above the measured Tmax.
However, it is worth to note that the simulations do not
include effects such as Joule heating and non-equilibrium
phonons. In addition we did not consider the absorption

of the tail of the TO phonon resonance. Together with
gain optimisation, waveguide losses also need to be min-
imized. To this end, the best sample (EV2416) was also
processed with a dry etched Cu-Cu waveguide, which is
expected to have lower losses40. The characterisation of
LIV is shown in Fig. 5 (a). The best device (1 mm long,
140 µm wide) operated up to a temperature of 192 K,
and showed a high T0=208 K, as shown in Fig. 5 (b).
We also show in Fig. 5 (a) the simulated current den-
sity in the NEGF model, which has been shifted by an
assumed potential drop of 3.8 V, due to a Schottky con-
tact. The laser spectrum measured at 192 K is shown in
Fig. 5 (c) and the lasing frequency agrees with the sim-
ulated gain spectrum. However the maximum current
density is underestimated in the NEGF model, even at
high temperature where photo-driven current is negligi-
ble. Including e-e scattering in the simulations, we find
a maximum current density of 3.3 kA/cm−1at 200 K.
While this agrees better with the experiment, it cannot
account for the high experimental current density at 190
K. This indicates that continuum leakage is still present
at temperatures where highly excited states become ther-
mally occupied. Together with the high simulated gain
and the high T0, this suggests that the excellent laser
performance of the presented design can be further im-
proved.

In conclusion, we have optimized 2-well QCLs using a
combination of complex numerical simulations, and ex-
perimental measurements. We find an optimal structure
featuring both phonon and resonant tunnelling extrac-
tion and injection. The agreement between the experi-
mental and simulated trends highlights the efficacy of our
model for optimization of QCL structures. Together with
a Cu-Cu waveguide to reduce optical losses, we have sig-
nificantly improved the operation temperature of 2-well
THz QCLs, close to the overall record temperature. We
see potential to further improve the temperature perfor-
mance of THz QCLs; the doping density, material param-
eters (such as barrier height), as well as optical losses can
be further optimized. The main gain degradation mech-
anism at high temperature was found to be temperature
broadening of re-absorption transitions, while thermal
backfilling is responsible for the reduction of inversion.
The effect of electron-electron scattering was found to
be significant, reducing the maximum operating temper-
ature by ∼ 40 K. Including this scattering mechanisms
in more detail, may therefore be helpful for further opti-
mization.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

In order to clearly show the presence of the tunnelling
extraction channel, we present the energetically and spa-
tially resolved current densities for varying temperature,
as well as the relevant calculated LO phonon scattering
rates.

This project has received funding from the Euro-
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current vs. temperature for the best design. The fit gives a
T0 of 208 K. (c) Laser spectrum for a 2 mm long device near
the maximum operating temperature.
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